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austria

B&H

Foster and
guest
families have
been recently
introduced
for unaccompanied migrant
children in
Austria; however,
the number of
children living in
these families is
still relatively
low.

After adopting
Law on Foster
Care in 2017,
Bosnia &
Herzegovina
continueD
setting legislative
grounds for DI by
working on the Law
on Social Services,
Law on Protection
of Families with
Children & Law on
Social Work.

ABOUT THE CAMPAIGN

Belgium

Bulgaria

In 2017,
Belgian
Government
announced
plans to
resume child
detention
and started
construction
of a new closed
centre for migrant
families with
children.

Over €160mln
have been
allocated
for DEINSTitutionalisation
reforms through
European
Structural
Investment
Funds in
Bulgaria.

CROATia

Greece

In May 2017,
five calls
for proposals
financed by
the European
Social Fund
were launched
to support
deinstitutionalisation and
strengthening
of families in
Croatia.

At the end of
2017, Greek
government
allocated
€15mln for
deinstitutionalisation reforms;
however, there is
no deinstitutionalisation strategy
or action plan to
proceed with
transformation.
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ESTONIA

Hungary

In 2017,
European
Social Fund
supported
provision of
the counselling
services for foster
and kinship carers
and the training of
managers and staff
of residential care
settings on the
ground.

In 2017,
Hungary
issued two
calls for
proposals
under the
Operational
Programme for
children’s DI that
focused on
replacement and
modernisation of
children’s homes.

Latvia

As a result
of the public
awareness
campaign on
the situation
of children in
institutional care,
support services
for foster carers
will be developed
in 2018 to support
Deinstitutionalisation reforms.

Moldova

The number
of children
in institutions
decreased
by 87% since
the start of
DeInstitutionalisation reform
in 2007 in
Moldova.
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LithuaNIA

Poland

Lithuania
continued
filling the
gaps in the
current child
care system
reform through
development of
quality alternative
care options,
in particular
professional
foster care.

According
to the Act
on Family
Support
and the System
of Foster
Care, family
strengthening
is a priority in
Poland.

Romania

Spain

In 2017,
more than
€100mln were
allocated
through the EU
Structural Funds
to close 50 oldtype institutions
for children in
Romania.

The Catalan
third Social
Sector
Committee
started joint
discussions to
work on a dI
strategy for all
groups of people
in vulnerable
situations.
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SerbIA

Ukraine

In 2017, the
Instrument
of Pre
Accession
Funding 2013
was released
for deinstitutionalisation
reforms in
Serbia.

In 2017, the
Government
of Ukraine
adopted
the National
DeInstitutionalisation Strategy
and the Action
Plan for 2017-2026.

